**Professor Daniel Henrich**, Assistant Professor of Communications

Henrich has taught communication at Edward Waters College (EWC) in Jacksonville, Florida since 2013. EWC is the oldest Historically Black College in Florida and serves a small student body of under 1,000.

EWC has an AAUP CBA chapter for years and Henrich is part of the bargaining team to update the existing CBA. Although the CBA is in force, the administration has ignored a number of key parts to the existing one - including faculty pay equity and shared governance. As Vice President of EWC’s chapter, Henrich brings in a wealth of experience previously holding such positions in academic associations. He would bring a wealth of experience as the new AAUP Second Vice President - bringing a new ideas and energy to the position. And, as AAUP leadership is under represented in the south, he will represent several Florida chapters in a special way.

Professor Henrich has taught video production, script-writing and photography in 15 countries, including the USA. He has written and produced feature films and videos in Africa and India. His award-winning Kenyan film, **SABINA’S ENCOUNTER** has aired on national TV across Africa and on three mobile cinema networks – an estimated viewership of well over 30 million. **A HEALTHY STEP** was shot in Kenya and aired in three African countries. His most recent project was shot in India on the RED camera and is a prosocial film on marriage called **UNLIMITED LOVE**. To see his photography [click here](#). To see other film productions see his [Vimeo page](#). He is the author of three books on media effects and was awarded two honorary doctoral degrees for his work in establishing educational institutions in West Africa.

He and his wife Christine will be teaching smartphone filmmaking in China and Thailand in the summer of 2018. This is part of their goals to transfer knowledge. They have been taking “vacations” overseas for many years to train locals.